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Epidural Positioning Device

Increase your efficiency in 
operating rooms, labor and 
delivery suites, pain centers, 
or anywhere epidurals and 
spinals are performed. The 
Epidural Positioning Device 
(EPD) allows you to position 
patients correctly and 
comfortably by encouraging 
cervical, thoracic and lumbar 
flexion while maintaining a 
solid and stable position. The 
chest is supported so the back 
is immobile.

The EPD Package combines 
the Epidural Positioning Device 
(EPD) with the convenient 
EPD Stand. Designed for use 
in delivery suites, pain centers 
and any area where operating 
room table clamps are not 
available. The stand provides an 
adjustable mount for the EPD 
and features a built-in clamp 
allowing for the same range of 
adjustment as an OR table.

“I find that the Epidural Positioning Device is a tremendous help in the placement of epidural catheters for our 
thoracic surgery practice. It holds my patients securely so they can relax without movement . It also frees the 
circulating nurse to carry out other tasks during the placement procedure. We use it in the operating room and also  
in our holding area.  It has increased our efficiency dramatically.”

Gloria Allen, BSN, RN , CNOR New York Presbyterian Hospital

Labour Delivery Stand

Designed specifically for areas where an OR table with 
clamps is not avail able, this convenient stand provides 
an adjustable mount for the EPD and fea tures a built-in 
clamp allowing for the same range of adjustment as 
an OR table. To aid in positioning the patient, and for 
patient comfort, it also has an adjustable foot rest.

           This?     Or this?

A revolutionary device for positioning 
patients safely and comfortably during 
epidural proce dures. Improper patient 
positioning is the num ber one cause for 
lawsuits in the operating room.

Re-think patient safety
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Features & Specifications

180° Adjustable Face Rest
3 Tilts to attain and maintain 
proper cervical flexion

Adjustable Torso Support
3 Increase lumbar and thoracic 
flexion with simple adjustments; 
chest support immobilizes back

6 Position Adjustable Arm Rest
3 Adjustable range from the floor 
31.5” - 43". Allows patient to rest arms 
comfortably; provides added stability

Positive Locking Clamp
3 Easily adjusts; locks with one turn

7 Position Adjustable Foot Rest
3 Adjustable range from the floor 
10.5” -  19.5" accommodates a wide 
range of body sizes

High Quality Casters
3 Easily lock into place

SPECIFICALLY  DEVELOPED FOR USE IN

3 Operating rooms
3 Labor and delivery suites
3 Leading educational institutions

EPD SPECIFICATIONS

Weight   12 lbs
Load Rating  500 lbs
Arm Rest Range  32" - 45"
Arm Rest Size  16.5" x 10”
Chest Piece Range  5.5" - 10”
Chest Piece Depth  3"
Chest Piece Size  8" x 8"
Shipping Weight  42 lbs
Shipping Box  32" x 18" x 15"
Warranty   Limited Lifetime

EPD STAND SPECIFICATIONS

Weight   42 lbs
Foot Plate Size  20" x 12"
Foot Plate Range  9" x 19.5" 
Width   20.5"
Length   23”
Shipping Weight  50 lbs
Shipping Box  29” x 26” x 21”
Warranty   Limited Lifetime
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Leadership. Innovation. Focus. Excellence.


